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It was too late now as his mind was set on seeing his family. In the back of his brain he was quit with queries
that would from time to time come up. His body was weak but his mind was made up and with that he left all
that had just happened behind and left. Differences can easily build up tension and friction overtime and in
some cases can also heal disagreements between people. Lahiri sets forth the Das familyâ€¦. Essay Topic:
Marriage Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! The dark, gloomy sky filled his pain with even
more remorse. He was broken, still his left hand on the wheel. The practicing of arranged marriages were lost
over time. He asked if he had kids and that part was true and they just finished visiting him a few hours ago.
This caused parents to feel betrayed by their children, when they married whom they desired. His heart
pumped faster and his mind was propelling from left to right to across the back and back. The man, finally
relaxed in his sons arms, slowly slept back into his nightmare. He asked himself whether it could have been a
near death experience or perhaps a really brilliant and messed up dream that just comes around every couple
of years. The storm brewed as Okeke drove without any intent of stopping and slow his speed. As Oekeke
awoke, he shifted in his bed with a pain coming from his chest. There was mirror hanging on the wall to his
right and he looked at it and jumped out of bed seeing how old he looked. The dark, gloomy sky filled his pain
with even more remorse. The dark, gloomy skies filled his pain with even more sorrow. His heart circulated
faster and his mind was propelling coming from left to right to throughout the back and backside. He was
broken, still his left hand on the wheel. Nnaemka however is rebellious, and wants to marry a woman he loves
instead of one picked for him. These circumstances is highlighted by the characters in these short and intense
family rival stories. He tried to open his at last, from when he awoke his eyes were still weary but it seemed as
though he was stuck in time. Nnaemeka, is the son of Okeke, who grew up in an Ibo tribe in southern Nigeria,
where traditions were very strict, important, and passed down through generations, and inter-tribe marriage is
forbidden. Chinua Achebe in his book, Marriage is a Private Affair developed this theme in the marriage
perception outlining the conflict which occurred between a father and his son Achebe He started screaming
and ran out but two nurses stopped him and brought him back to his bed. Indian wildlife:- The wildlife of
India is a mix of species of diverse origins. A sudden sharp pain hit his heart like thunder to ground. His son,
wife and kid all shared a final breath with him. Their eyes filled with tears and they were all at peace now a
real family. In the back of his mind he was still left with questions that would once in a while come up. Since
India is home to a number of rare and threatened animal species, wildlife management in the country is
essential to preserve these species. A faint vision appeared flashing in quickly and Okeke was left in a bed
which seemed to be in a hospital, from what he could tell. His heart pumped faster and his mind was
propelling from left to right to across the back and back.

